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F O R E W O R D 

Dear Readers, 

After weeks of wing decisions, groundwork on our part, and anticipation from 

our trustworthy readers, we are delighted to present to you Lunaris Review’s 

outstanding Issue 3. Contained is the remarkable narrative of D. Vaisius’ Keith; 

the lyrical sermon of purification in Outlar’s Fervent Proclamation; the African 

romanticism of Adulrahman’s Timbuktu and the verdurous canvasses of Keith 

Moul, David Olufemi and Vineesh Mudrika, to mention a few – all of which 

intermingle into an iridescent network to beam life and beauty. Simply put, this 

third issue is an embodiment of creatively queer sermons.  

Consequently, conscious of our stance as a mediator between illecebrous and 

brilliant artistry and intelligent readership (the world), it was not an easy 

endeavour, as our editors had to sift through piles of outstanding submissions to 

select the few that made this issue. We received a lot, but unfortunately could 

not publish all. This only ascertains the burst of creativity surging through our 

world, and the place of journals in harnessing this energy.  

We are inestimably grateful to those who entrust us with their works and those 

who gave us the opportunity to share their creativity.  

In addition, we would like to use this medium in welcoming and to appreciate 

the undaunted effort of new members of the editorial team: Andanje 

Wobanda, the new fiction/nonfiction editor; Victor Ogunsola, the manuscript 

editor and Hezekiah Oladele, the assistant graphics editor. 

Dear readers, instead of going on and on, we would allow the issue speak for 

itself. We urge your continual readership and support alike, and hope that 

through this symbiotic relationship we can bring Art to its deserved place. 

Do have a gratifying read. 

 

Tolulope Oke & Damilare Bello 

Co-founding editors, Lunaris Review 



 
 

 

Balefire’s Dying Embers 

You squint hard trying to concentrate on the reasons. From sixty-eight feet 

above the water, the ice below appears as floating islands—clinging together 

for salvation in an unforgiving current. One by one, they pass beneath the 

bridge, marking time, as if such a thing exists. The wind is sandpaper on your 

face but the cold comes from within a hollow, dark place where warmth once 

resided. Again, you beg for the reasons but they won’t come. The mist rising off 

the water thins as the fog of your consciousness thickens. You grip the railing but 

your layers deny you the satisfaction of feeling raw steel. You slide your hand 

out of the mitten and watch as it sticks to the rail’s frost, a hollow shell of the 

living action. Your hand grips the railing and you feel the worn metal’s icy sting. 

The reasons still don’t come. Your mind cannot focus beyond the moment and 

your vision tunnels. You slide your fingers down the rail and feel its smoothness, 

worn from years of passersby eroding its textured surface until it is polished 

and compliant. You try to force the reasons to come. You cast one leg over the 

rail, then the other. Your knees are no longer a part of your body and the 

sweat on your hands freezes to the metal. Still, there is nothing but the moment. 

You lean out as if being closer to the action will offer vindication. You want to 

understand. A pickup stops and the driver yells something from a thousand miles 

away. “Don’t worry, it’s not me,” you want to yell back. You read somewhere 

that survivors feel regret as soon as they release their grip. You lean forward 

until only your fingertips suspend you. The driver has multiplied into a crowd; 

their voices all mix into a pleading orchestra. You hear them in distant, rising 

crescendos. You inch further, trying to push past the fog. A lighthouse appears 

and beckons you closer. The reasons are almost there. If only you could get 

closer the light will wash over you with warmth and you will have your answers. 

You relax your fingers. There is no regret. There are no reasons. There is only 

the water. Ice. Darkness. 

J .  A n d r e w  G o s s 1 

                                                             
1 To be privy to and to understand the beauty and dilemma of “Final Moments” has 
always been something to traverse for. Somehow, Goss has set me, one right foot 
on a right path. – Damilare Bello 
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Quiescent2 

Fear is an aged 
saxophone with an 
unused reed glimmering 
in its coffin of 
blanketed dust, 
a blues snooze with 
a broken scale and 
an out of tune mind 
paired with an out of 
mind tune. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
2“Quiescent” is death portrayed, a paradoxical illustration, like a soothing gentle rush of 
cold. – Tolulope Oke 



 
 

 

Latent Vicissitude  

The streets there to 
skip and dance on. Puddles 
there to stomp and 
splash. Restaurant windows 
there for my reflection while 
a busker plays Harry Belafonte 
for my satisfaction. I toss a buck 
into his haggard and exhausted 
hard case and he smiles, no 
teeth in sight. The busker 
then plays a dwindling and 
lingering note, one that he half 
hits, almost misses, his callused 
index finger grazes the string   
that vibrates and injects like a 
junkie syringe in every cell in 
my body, the unexpected 
infliction of a smacked funny 
bone, all painful, all mysterious, 
tumescent and cold and ringing 
and I realise he’s all alone 
and so am I. 
In the windows of the 
passing by restaurants the 
customers see me looking at 
my reflection and mutter narcissism.  
The puddles soak through my suede 
shoes, each step a squish 
releasing streams of water 
numbing my toes and 
everything else. If only 
I could dance and skip 
on the street would I feel 
an inkling of control.  
 
 

J o n a t h a n  L e p p 3 

                                                             
3If poetry is indeed an expression of the soul, Lepp's art form operates within the 
terrain of this expression – both in manner and matter. – Damilare Bello  
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Keith4 

Keith 

“How long have you known?” That's one of the questions I get a lot. Maybe 

someone else would answer it the same. I don't. I have a different answer every 

time. 

“I knew the day I turned sixteen.” I say this time. Rhode looks at me, and then 

she looks over to Suri who asked. Suri is taking in my answer. “Yeah?” Rhode 

asks blankly. 

“Yeah.” I return equally as blank. 

“Oh.” She says. This is one of the ways that Rhode and I talk. It's either like this 

or it's hardly words because we can't stop laughing. Rhode was the second 

person purposely to call me Keith. She did it loudly. She yelled 'Bye Keith!' I 

almost knocked my heels as they do in musicals. 

Now, Suri is done processing. “How did you know?” She asks next. Sometimes I 

am up for this. I am okay with dragging out my history. But today I don't want 

to talk about it. I flash Rhode a partial expression of frustration. She picks it up. 

“You know what, I'm sure Keith would love to tell you all about it but I'm gonna 

have to drag him off.” Rhode gives Suri a marginally condescending grin 

before taking me by the shoulders and steering me out the door of the Adult 

Education Centre. 

“Really?” I say. “That was laying it on a little thick. She's going to hate you.” 

Rhode laughs. 

“She can hate me.” We push the doors open and make our way into the Sun. 

This is a beautiful day, a good day. It's been months since the first day. Months 

since I opened my eyes and thought today is the day. They call me Keith now. 

They accept this. In the distancing sun of October, I squint and listen to Rhode 

start a rant about something we learned in psychology. I smile. 
                                                             
4We are all a little different, yet in our differences, we crave to fit in, to have that one 
person who will stick with us no matter what. – Andanje Wobanda 



 
 

 

“Why do you always tell them something different?” She asks, looking at me 

sideways. I shrug. 

“I'm not sure. Maybe I'm sick of it. Besides what does it matter how long I've 

known? I'm here now.” 

Rhode 

I was never the first when it came to Keith becoming Keith. I wasn't the first to 

know. I wasn't the first to say Keith. But I was always there. I was tired that 

morning, the morning that Keith decided to tell us all at the centre. I was 

confused at first but I caught on fast and then I stayed still and thought about it. 

I kept saying Keith repeatedly in my head. I was trying hard not to let my 

stupefied self-show. I hadn't expected it. I sat on a table outside the biology 

classroom and put my head on my backpack. My brains turned to jelly. Keith 

stayed with me there. He sat across from me looking slightly pensive. I watched 

him. Keith, I thought, You're Keith now. I couldn't explain how I felt. I didn't try. I 

smiled in a tired worn out way so that he would know that it was alright. We 

would walk home after biology. It was okay. I was okay. 

Suri 

We all know about them here. They met in biology. Keith in the front row and 

Rhode at the back. It didn't take them long to start walking home together. Keith 

was always trying to take top of the class from Rhode. He never managed it. 

The smile was the same from all of us. I think we all saw something special in 

those two. In the morning when all I wanted was to not have my eyes open I 

would lay my head down on my table. I was in the middle row, between them. I 

would listen to them laugh as they tossed a highlighter back and forth above 

me. Today, it was a snowball. 

“Don't lift your head Suri that could end badly.” Keith had said. I hadn't made 

any move. Rhode had brought the snowball to class. It melted in a coffee cup on 

her desk all the way through the morning. 

Rhode 

I'm sitting reading on the couch in the centre. I've been reading for near an hour 

and my book has caught me. Keith sticks his head over my shoulder. 
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“Whatcha reading?” He asks. I jump about a foot in the air. I can't help it. Keith 

has his hands on the table. He's laughing so hard his cheeks are turning red. I 

put my head on my hands and joined in on the laughter. 

“Don't do that to me!” I say. Keith can't catch his breath. Finally, he stops 

laughing long enough to say. 

“Is this going to affect our friendship?” I shake my head. 

“No.” 

“Not even a little?” He raises his thumb and index finger about an inch apart. I 

shake my head again, I'm still laughing. My heartbeat is slowing down. I look at 

Keith. He's still so new to me. We are still getting used to each other. I already 

know that I want it to go a little further than this. I want these habits we build to 

stick our lives together like glue. I start to think of us like a tag team. Like 

something special. We laugh too much. We disrupt a bit but I can see the 

bemusement in the eyes of the other students at the centre. They find it a tad 

annoying. Still they seem happy. I feel like they find our idiosyncratic nonsense 

charming in a distant 'they're cute' kind of way. It makes me smile even though I 

hardly have time to notice because I'm noticing Keith. I am always noticing Keith. 

I can't help it. 

Keith 

I've always been able to feel Rhode's eyes. They bore into the back of my 

head, right through Suri's skull to get to me. She glares when we have to take 

notes from the board and my head is in the middle of the last sentence. I can 

feel her squinting in irritation. It makes me grin at my own notes. She's been 

keeping it back but finally today I hear her voice from the back like a whip. 

“Keith! Down in front!” I chuckle and duck my head. 

On the walk home, we talk about arguing for the sake of arguing. Rhode says 

that being five years old is the best thing. I agree with her. Being five is clearly 

the greatest of all. Our conversation ends how it always does with us yelling our 

last comments as our way splits. 

 



 
 

 

“See you on Monday.” Rhode calls. I grin and wave back to her. We are the 

strong ones, the ones that walk to school daily through the never-ending cold of 

the winter. She called me happy-go-lucky today. It was a good day. I need 

good days; I am on the lookout for them. Rhode insures a smile for both of us. 

Suri 

Rhode looked cold and shaken the morning Keith came out. She looked like her 

world had been picked up and dropped back down; she wasn't exactly sure 

what to do with herself. I think we were all a bit turned about but Rhode 

seemed spun. We all held our breath. Would she? Or wouldn't she? They 

laughed. They smiled. We all breathed again. Nothing was to be shattered. 

Rhode fell asleep in the back of class, her fingers tangled in her Mohawk. Keith 

hardly spoke, taking notes with his usual diligence. It was all the same. How do 

we end up invested in something we aren't a part of? Maybe we don't. Maybe 

we only pretend and the rest of the time, we have simply forgotten. Or perhaps 

there is something warm about seeing a connection even if it isn't yours. It can 

make you lonely or it can make you remember someone you love. 

Rhode 

How do you change someone in your mind? How do you change their name and 

their gender? It's not just a transition for them, not just for Keith. I'm going 

through it too. I'm transitioning. I'm learning to say Keith. I'm learning to say he. I 

am trying to change the way that I think. The way I perceive. I notice Keith and I 

hold my breath. I say Keith. In my head. I let the air out of my lungs. I say 

'Keith.' aloud. I stare at a picture of a ‘transman’ who has made headlines. I 

take the picture in. All I see is a man. I don't see anything else. I try to work out 

what is so different. I try to explain to myself why this man is a man to me and 

why Keith is a question mark. I can't. It doesn't make sense. I look at the picture 

and think very hard about how this man is not a biological man. I have learned 

to separate gender from sex. I still struggle to separate what I've taken to be 

true to what I've been told is true. I struggle to transition Keith in my head. I put 

down the picture. I close my eyes. It will come in time.  
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Keith 

I swing my legs out under the bridge. Rhode is sitting next to me. She's been 

singing at the top of her lungs. I've been poking her in the ribs to make her mess 

up. She made it through a third of Boulevard of Broken Dreams. Her tone 

mocking, hopelessness her eyes bright, voice trembling. Finally, she quit and 

poked me back. Now we sit in silence. I look down at the water that moves 

below. Rhode looks straight out over the creek. 

“What does it mean to feel like a Keith?” She asks. This isn't a question I've 

heard. I turn my head to look at her. I think about her words. 

“Do you feel like a woman?” I return. Rhode nods. “What does it mean to feel 

like a Rhode?” I ask her. She looks at me. Our eyes meet and we just watch 

each other for a moment. 

“Right,” she starts. “It means that when I hear the word it feels right all the way 

down to my core.” I smile. 

“That's what it means to feel like a Keith.” I say slowly. “It feels right. Every 

shape and form” Rhode nods, she looks solemn but I think she understands. 

“How long have you known?” Rhode has heard so many people ask me this but 

I've never heard her ask me. 

“In my head and in my heart.” I say following her gaze out to the world beyond 

us. 

“I have known forever.” 

 

D .  V a i s i u s  

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Fervent Proclamations 

Let there be a righteous fervour 
rising from the depths of molten magma, 
spitting fire in the form of venom 
to burn all lies to ash. 
Let there be a hallelujah choir 
singing from the tongues of angels, 
screaming truth with high voltage plasma 
to flip the script on chaos. 
Let there be a revelation ceremony 
boiling from the hearts of man, 
raging across four compass points 
to cleanse this holy earth. 

 
 

S c o t t  T h o m a s  O u t l a r 5 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
5Outlar’s “Fervent Proclamations” preaches purification and charges one’s heart with 
strong velocity of stillness against the stifling chaos. – Tolulope Oke 
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Timbuktu 
 
Tonight, ascends my subconscious 
mind  
travelling to Timbuktu 
with a soaring like a butterfly 
elevating with the wind up to the 
sky 
landing on the dark mystery of the 
crescent 
alas! where my imagination finds its 
wings 
 
inspiring fantastic fantasies 
born of hallucinatory idiosyncrasies 
trapped in illusion scepticism 
and couched in an unfathomed 
fairyland 
non-conforming to natural laws 
like cognitive thoughts losing their  
gravitational force 
 
hanging in the air like priceless 
jewels 
and fitting together like a 
constellation 
whilst glittering sparks of fictional 
ideas 
portraying the wonderful Timbuktu 
the land of perfection in grandeur 
where rivers flow in the air like 
oxygen 
and fishes fly like birds 

with mountains as fluffy as wool 
and clouds germinating flowers of 
beauty 
 
like the white lotus and pink roses 
blooming auras of everlasting musk 
scent 
the hybrid trees in plantation 
hanging juicy fruits easy to reach 
but unlike the angels, 
the beings in Timbuktu need not 
wings to fly 
as they display broad smiles and 
joyful hearts 
transparent to the human eyes 
when revolving the realm in flying 
unicorns 
all of the above, orchestrated by 
the chief idealist; 
 
needless to say, my subconscious 
mind 
that hath found solace in lofty 
explorations 
away from real life problematic 
proliferations 
tonight, descends my subconscious 
mind 
from a realm far and far away 
which you may know by the name 
of Timbuktu! 

 

 

A b d u l r a h m a n  M .  A b u - Y a m a n 6 
 

 

                                                             
6Abdulrahman’s “Timbuktu” is a lead in this reminiscent call for Africans and all people of 
the black race to look back to the good things left behind. – Nana Arhin Tsiwah 



 
 

 

Africa! (A Child) 

Awake dark soul, rebuked 
On the day of Nkrumah's liberation, 
Awake! 
From the armpit-breath of Western boots, 
O Africa! 
Awake child, you 
Banished Zambezi child, 
Hid between railway tracks 
Of drunken mercenaries-crown freedom thorns, 
And the forbidden silence of your mother's call, salsa, 
The dawning numb dance. 
Wake! O child! 
From this bantam-torture cell, 
Finished with blood from your father’s bleeding wounds. 
They scattered his bones to the black vultures, these 
Coal-red hats of dubious colonials, 
And founded through the Suez, rushing gold and milk. 
Remember! 
Your mother's call, 
The stained-sour tongue of pure-love awakening. 

 

F r a n c i s  A n n a g u 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                             
7Annagu’s “Africa! (A Child)” is haunting, it makes one pause and ponder over the Pan-
Africanists’ struggles for liberation by Africans in the 1940’s. – Nana Arhin Tsiwah 
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A Blend of Blinding Beauty8 
 
This is a token of my love 
in a lexicon nothing can unbind, 
in a way beyond the skies above 
for the beauty in black is all over my mind. 
 
Black is a blend of blinding beauty, 
moving with an African radiance of ebony ebullience, 
walking in shuffling gentle gaiety 
with her children across every ambience. 
 
I’m seeing her tiptoeing,  
adorned in her garland head-tie, 
gingerly circulating her world with gracious grandeur, 
with a sweet scent of beauty beyond a satire 
and a calm voice full of humour. 
 
I’m listening to the melody of a beautiful symphony 
in the life of a black woman,  
lovely beyond every rhythm and blues. 
Her lyrical voice makes me vibrate in search of completion. 

 

I n a l e g w u  O m a p a d a  A l i f a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
8This is indeed a blend of beauty that truly blinds. This is not any small means to describe 
the African beauty, the glee that beholds in the eyes of a dark skin of African woman. – 
Nana Arhin Tsiwah 



 
 

 

The Peacock Feather 

1. 

When my brother was five, he learnt at school that Peacock was the national 

bird of India. When he got home, he told everyone eagerly of his newfound 

knowledge. He even declared they were the most beautiful of all birds, waving 

the picture of the bird from his social studies book. 

As grownups often do, not much attention was paid to him, a smile and a nod 

was more than enough. Weren’t there always more important matters that 

needed tending to? He retreated into his own world of pictures and awkward 

drawings, creating imaginary worlds, finding a place of his own; as children 

often do. 

That week when my father came home and my brother decided to share the 

information about ‘our national bird’; my father heard him intently and asked 

him, 

“Would you like to go and look at some peacocks?” 

My brother just stood there for a few seconds unable to process the question. In 

his naiveté he had never even considered that possibility. He could hardly 

contain his excitement; his eyes wide, he nodded frantically with a full smile 

revealing the dimples on both his cheeks. 

Such occasions often confused me. Was everything suddenly all right between 

my parents? Were we really all together or were we all pretending just for that 

episode? But who really cared about what we thought back then. We were just 

kids, never to be taken seriously. 

I often told my sister we were nothing but wallpaper. We were there sure, but 

we just witness everything that went around us like harmless bystanders. No 

questions answered. No feelings dealt with. 

*** 

So here we were. All huddled together, the three of us in the backseat, my 

parents in front, driving to an ancient temple at the foot of a small hill in the  
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town we grew up in. What I didn’t know back then was how for years to come I 

would think back to that drive, relive it over and over. I would remember all the 

beautiful old Gulmohar and mango trees that lined the streets we passed. I 

would think back to the beautiful red Gulmohar flowers fallen on the pavements. 

I would remember how the beauty around me made me sad; it made me think 

of happiness as only fleeting. 

*** 

I felt the warmth of my brother’s fingers around my own as the craggy hill 

gently descended upon us, as we got closer to the temple. 

The temple, built in the early eighteen-hundred, stood stoic surrounded by 

pillared hallways. There was a huge banyan tree in the center of its compound, 

with a spacious cage built around it. There in the cage two peacocks were 

fostered. Well, technically a peacock and a peahen. Standing there, looking 

tiny before the cage was my little brother gaping at the beautiful birds. He 

stood absorbed, fascinated with the extravagant jewel toned tail of the 

peacock’s feather. 

He held my elbow with his small hands and pointed towards the bird saying, 

“Look, a peacock feather!” He repeated it over and over and I nodded each 

time he said it. 

My father sat with him on the stoop of the temple telling him all about the birds. 

What they ate, how they lived, their feathers. My mother joined them, slowly 

adding details to my father’s anecdotes. My sister looked at me wistfully and I 

knew very well what she was thinking. How it looked in that small passage of 

time. As if everything was perfect. Sitting there on the stoop of an ancient 

temple, we were happy. We were together. 

I thought about the yogis at the temple. I wondered if like them, we too had 

finally crossed over? Left the world of illusion behind, and crossed into one of 

knowledge and truth?  

 

 

 



 
 

 

*** 

On the drive back, my brother slept peacefully between my sister and I. In his 

hands he held a peacock feather given to him by the priest as a token. It was 

something he held onto for years to come and even considered his lucky charm. 

My parents were talking softly in front with each other. It was growing dark 

and cold, and nestled together in that small car was my family. Far from the 

kind of families my friends had, but mine nonetheless. And no one could leave 

just yet. In that little vignette, I was ready to live lifetimes, maybe we all were. 

I looked out of the window and for a while, I did not know if we were 

pretending anymore. Just for the duration of that drive, I knew and I believed 

that everything was all right. The journey became the destination and I knew all 

I could do was to just be present there, live it while it lasted. 

2. 

What I did not know then was how decades later I would come home from a 

long cold walk to a mail from my brother. How his handwriting on the brown 

paper would make me smile. How I would tear open the envelope giddy with 

excitement not knowing what might be inside. 

I did not know then how my eyes would well up at seeing my favourite old copy 

of Romeo and Juliet; the one I couldn’t find in our library on countless visits home. 

The one I fought for, blaming everyone for losing it just because I left home. 

What I didn’t know then was how I would stand with the dusty yellowing book in 

my hand, a bit saddened at not finding a note with it. How I would smell 

through those pages, the hard cover, the stained end papers, and the ink 

redolent of my adolescence. 

What I didn’t know then, was how, placed between the last few pages, I would 

find it: the peacock feather. 

A n u k r i t i  S i n g h 9 

 

                                                             
9 Sighn's telling of connectedness, of disharmony and fleeting moments is only a subtle but 
firm knock on the place of Little Things in our life's narratives. “The Peacock Feather” is a 
traverse on forgotten boulevards. – Damilare Bello 
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Confessions 
(With the brothers and sisters in North-Eastern Nigeria) 

 
1. 
there are no stars in our sky tonight 
only clouds, 
there are no smiles on our desert cheeks 
but drizzling tears, 

the dawn is dead like a mango leaf 
in June, 
yellow as fever; 
withering, ugly, trapped 
upon by passers-by, 
even, the deadness hurts. 
 
2. 
life has prickled us 
with its thousand needles 

we hurt, deflating, we become  
lonely balls in a field of grass 
each grass: wild, untrimmed, 
left alone to look after itself. 
 
3. 
there are grasses on mango trees; 
tears, too, in a dawning day. 

our leaves are empty promises 
that dare not leave the dream-forest, 
our fear is the fear of dying men. 

 

I s a a c  a l e s h  M e l c h i z e d e k  



 
 

 

Palm Springs I 
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Palm Spring Ii 

 

 

K e i t h  M o u l 10 

                                                             
10Keith Moul has good vision and great flair when it comes to focusing on the exotic. One 
cannot ignore the palm trees and their beauty…the scenarios distinctively set the 
welcoming feel of unwinding pleasure. – Artist Carol Brown 



 
 

 

Spinning11 

Chaim began spinning early Tuesday morning while reciting the Morning 

Blessings. He had just finished saying “who releases the bound” when the 

spinning began.  It was a slow, graceful, counter clockwise spin, carving a 

beautiful arc in the semidarkness of his bedroom. His wife awoke, washed her 

hands, and wished him “Good Morning.” She descended the stairs to begin her 

daily chores. 

At noon, friends stopped by to see Chaim. “Heʼs upstairs,” his wife said, pointing 

the way with the knife she was using to prepare his lunch. Soon they returned. 

“He seems busy,” they said. “Perhaps another time.” 

In the middle of the afternoon, seeing his still uneaten lunch on the kitchen table, 

Chaimʼs wife went upstairs. Standing outside their half-open bedroom door, she 

asked “Chaim, are you hungry? Thirsty?” Receiving no answer, she returned to 

her work. 

In the evening, she ate dinner, washed the dishes, and put everything away. She 

entered their bedroom. Chaim was still spinning. She prepared for bed and lay 

down to sleep, her back to him. “Good night Chaim,” she said. 

The room was quiet except for the soft sounds of Chaimʼs prayer shawl beating 

against the night air. At midnight, his feet left the floor. No longer encumbered 

by the floor’s resistance, the rate of Chaimʼs spinning increased. Then, slowly at 

first, beginning at the edges, Chaim came undone. Soon, nothing remained 

except a small blue flame which flickered out at dawn. 

In the morning, when Chaimʼs wife awoke, she saw that Chaimʼs side of their 

bed had not been slept on. She walked around the bed and plopped herself 

down in Chaimʼs place. It was then she noticed three small round tears on 

Chaimʼs side table. Gingerly, she felt one and brought her fingers to her lips.  

 

                                                             
11Short and beautiful is the story of Chaim who spun himself out of existence. – Andanje 
Wobanda 
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“How odd,” she said. By noon, the tears were gone. Nothing remained except a 

light white residue, and Chaimʼs prayer shawl. 

 

G e r s h o n  B e n - A v r a h a m  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Un Momento 

It always bugged me that I never learned to speak Spanish.  My mother spoke 

it beautifully; my dad spoke Spanish and Italian. I always hoped that there 

would come a time when it would be revealed to me, all clear and available 

and I would be able to carry on a decent conversation in, at least, one of the 

languages of my family’s heritage. My redemption came in the form of my 

Cuban grandmother. 

I’d been away for a while and hadn’t seen Abuelita in years. Taking the old 

route home. I went by the bakery and grabbed some Cuban bread, drove by 

the park and the water tower and there on the corner across from Shirley Ann’s 

Grocery was my grandmother’s humble wood-frame house. 

I knocked lightly on the old screen door expecting her surprised greeting, 

“Abuela?”  No response. Peering through the screen, I noticed her standing still 

in the middle of the room. A little concerned, I slipped in and walked up calling 

her name again. 

Mi Abuelita had always been tiny; less than five feet tall and her once jet-black 

hair was now shot through with silver and grey. However, while she usually wore 

it in a long braid hanging down her back or wrapped around her head and 

pinned up; today, her hair was spread out in a long fan all the way to her feet. 

With motes glinting in sunlight surrounding her, she looked like a saint from a 

holy card. And she still wasn’t moving or saying anything. 

“Hola, abuela. Como está? Bien?” 

Still no answer, something wasn’t right.  She didn’t seem to even know I was 

there.  Hopefully, I tried again. 

Abuelita, está bien? 

When she spoke in her sweet Spanish, I somehow, understood. 
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“I’m 93…2 weeks ago…. I was 23! We were walking on the Malecon… and 

the waves were so high…we tried to run, my friends and I… but the water 

sprayed us. We got so wet…. our hair… all over our dresses….we laughed 

and laughed… we we’re going to…” 

At this, she faltered, still a little lost and strangely sad. I couldn’t remember ever 

seeing her sad before. I smiled down at that familiar face, her pale eyes as 

blue as the far away sea in her mind. Then, slowly, she raised her tiny hand to 

my cheek and answered, Sí! Muy bien, mijo. 

Relieved, I gave her a hug. She felt so frail.  I walked her over to the couch 

where we sat for a long time just holding hands, smiling at each other, asking 

simple questions. Finally, the time came and I kissed her cheek goodbye. 

Abuela followed me out onto the creaky porch; she’d put on a robe and seemed 

refreshed, braiding her long hair over one shoulder as she gave me that brave 

smile and a little wave. 

Driving away, I turned back for a last look at her neat yard with the old 

clothesline, her flowered dress swaying in the breeze. 

 

R i c h a r d  D i p i e t r a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Weep Not Child  
 
I  
Nothing hurts like seething embers  
fired in the hearth of another brother  
the world mocks at you  
to see your trickling pain  
am not them  
love in rinds of hate  
 
 
II  
I envy your overgrown beard  
that speaks volume of responsibility  
never to be shadowed by your sparring father  
who dwells in office and your mother at home  
I was told by you and for you  
he had no fatherhood  
 
 
III  
And you left his hive  
in a silvery season  
to find your path among the rubbles of the fate  
to build a dynasty with petals of blood  
weep not child  
life is a grain of wheat    

 

O j o  T a i y e  
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Because We Were Soldiers 

The orders were to march north. 
Though we were a rag-tag of hungry mouths, 
We took up positions to save the South 
From the encroachment of iron wraths; 
As children of war, we couldn't show our fears; 
For, we were meant to be brave soldiers. 

We were soldiers, no doubt, we were, 
Yet, we were also infants and victims of war. 
Though many of us are no longer here, 

This tale is meant for those pilgrims 
Killers killed as to-be killers: 
They were the untrained soldiers. 

Up North we encountered hail. 
Bullets rained upon us incessantly. 
Hunger, our companion, made us frail. 
Lo, the march turned deadly, 
But no one heard our tearful whimpers 
Because we were soldiers 

 

O k a h  E w a h  E d e d e  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

The Circle of Broken Women 

It is remarkable how now and then some of the most personal moments we 

experience are shared with complete strangers in the most unlikely of places. 

I had been scheduled for one of my seemingly endless prenatal visits at the 

hospital on a rainy Monday morning, my day off from work. 

“This is my fourth pregnancy,” I told the lean woman beside me more from 

boredom than from familiarity. “Three boys and the foetus.” 

She closed her magazine and stared at me wide-eyed. 

“You’re an expert then?” 

A genuine laughter watered my eye. “On children? You never become that. But I 

wish I had slept in today. I feel good when I sleep in on Mondays. It makes me 

feel rich and important. I’m Kosi.” I said extending my arm to her. 

“I’m Jessica she replied with a smile” 

I sneaked Jessica a look. “How many kids do you have?” 

“First pregnancy.” She rubbed her belly, then her nose. “I have a bunch of tests 

to run. Something may be wrong with the baby.” 

“Alone? Where is your man?” I sat up straight and watched her  

A grin skipped across her face but her wavering voice gave away her hurt. “He 

left.” She avoided my eyes. “We could never work things out.” She bit her lips. 

“We used to drink and smoke a lot. When we discovered the baby had health 

issues, I decided to quit - for the sake of the baby.” She said turning pleading 

eyes towards me. I could only imagine the pain she was going through. “He 

would not make a sacrifice for our baby!”  

Someone gasped from across the room. I didn’t know someone else was 

listening in on our conversation until now. The woman who sat on the opposite 

side of us swung her arms nervously. Looking at her, I wonder if she suffered 

from mood swings, and how bad they got. 
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“Jeanette.” She introduced herself as she stood up with legs wide apart. Then 

she raised her hand. 

Such poise is singular in a pregnant woman, I thought to myself. I said to her, 

“You need not stand.” I fixed my look on Jeanette. Her short green gown was 

good for the office. Since she came in, she was so moved to give us her story 

that we had to restrain her countless times by turning our backs to her at some 

point and slightly raising our voices. 

“I sacrificed my career to have our baby. Still he left us in the seventh month.  

I’m a pharmacist by the way.” she was close to tears. She continued with her 

story. I loved my job. But with the baby on the way I had to go part time” “I 

was the pharmacy manager, a look of triumph glowed in her eyes like stars. 

Now I work only as needed. 

Jessica walked over to Jeanette handing her a small box of tissues. Outside rain 

spattered on the windows. We watched Jeanette battle unseen demons as she 

sniffled, I said, “Some men have gone to great lengths to frustrate women. A 

few females have done the same. Generations of families have endured varied 

mistreatments, but let us speak positively about our pains, our brokenness so we 

can heal.” 

So once again, we came together, the three of us. We sat side by side, as we 

spoke about our brokenness. 

“I am Kosi.” I raised my voice gently. “This baby must be a girl.” It felt good to 

speak with so much poise. To play god for a few seconds. 

There was a sustained applause. 

“I am Jessica.” For a while, her mind wandered. Then pride slowly filled her 

face. “Whatever is wrong with my baby, I would love him forever.” 

“I am Jeanette.” She paused, exhaled and continued, “Before now, I saw things 

differently. Finally, I see the light. It’s never too late for new beginnings.” 

 

 



 
 

 

I noted that through everything we said that morning had found a bridge to our 

minds. We formed a circle and we cried. 

Though our tears, our cries the loud and the soundless, had sounded like a dirge 

“I’ll hold you all by your promise to stay positive,” I said as the nurse came in 

and called my name. “If we break our agreement today, we were nothing but a 

circle of broken women.” 

 

J i l l  O k p a l u g o - N w a j i a k u 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
12 Foolhardy and pains; memories and redemption are compensating equivalents of one 
another – one a catalyst, the other corollary. However, Jill believes companionship eases 
the transition. – Damilare Bello 
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Around Midnight   

When you're next to me around midnight, 
a fool's ecstasy in the moonlight. 
Nothing really matters in my reality, 
except that I belong to you and you belong to me. 

A fool's ecstasy in the moonlight, 
I can't wait to be in your arms so tight. 
Now that I belong to you and you belong to me, 
we can't deny our circumstances, it's our destiny. 

I can't wait to be in your arms so tight. 
How my heart has wings when you're in my sight. 
We can't deny our circumstances, it's our destiny: 
two star-crossed lovers in a dance for immortality. 

How my heart has wings when you're in my sight. 
Love your kisses bring sends my soul in flight. 
Two star-crossed lovers in a dance for immortality; 
as long as there's a universe, there'll always be a “we.” 

Love your kisses bring sends my soul in flight, 
a fool's ecstasy in the moonlight. 
As long as there's a universe, there'll always be a “we,” 
when you're next to me, around midnight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Perpetual Motion  

Like endless waves upon the sea, 
my thoughts are in perpetual motion 
seeking out the depths of me 
in caverns of a bottomless ocean, 
mysterious and full of notions. 

If kisses start a broken heart, 
then action begets motivation. 
Two star-crossed lovers cannot part, 
attraction of the constellations. 
Synergy made of recreation. 

The wheat, the chaff and the weevil 
are a juggle and desensitize; 
the struggle between good and evil 
turns a view from hypnotic surprise 
to a vision that is tenured and wise. 

With gift of life comes curse of death. 
We nurse existential needs to the hearse 
and celebrate a life's last breath. 
Perpetual motion for better or worse, 
a microcosm of the universe. 

 

S h a r i  J o  L e K a n e - Y e n t u m i  
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Dawn 

He saunters 
With a warm smile, casting 
Beams and beams of light, 

On the sombre face of night; 
Bathing the infant day 

In a cold drizzle of quiet dew. 
Majesty, the melodies 

Of your avian orchestra 
Paints peace on my haunted heart, 

Soothing my solemn soul, 
Erasing the damned droppings 

Of night’s neighing mares 
On my nocturnal passage. 

You who saved me 
From dark dishes of night’s food, 

Will you not again feed 
Morsels of dreams to my hungry mind 
When, with the infant day, I yawn? 
Silent, in the dark terrors of night 

We have waited, tensed 
Our breaths marooned 

In longing lungs, 
For night’s imminent demise 

Or our own 
We exhale 

 

E z i f e h  C h i n u a  

 

 

 



 
 

 

Angel on Fire13 

It did not come as a shock that the morning after Grandpa died, people flocked 

into our house like sheep coming to graze on green grass. They wore their finest 

clothes and gave their condolences, shaking their heads in show of fake pity. 

The women came first, tying their gele in a comical manner that made me 

wonder if they had come to entertain or console. They made their presence felt 

dashing into the kitchen and ransacking our food store. When mother tried to 

question them, they sat her down in the bedroom and said, "Haba! Your father-

in-law just died. Don't stress yourself. Let us feed you for today." They wasted 

no time in cooking pots of excess jollof rice, which somehow got finished. I saw 

Mama Sola, one of the neighbours who had rudely made herself at home in our 

kitchen, pouring some food into a nylon bag. She smiled awkwardly and said 

"Son, I am only saving food so that when all the others finish, I can serve this to 

the guests". It was later that I found her handing it over to her small famished-

looking daughter who raced outside our gates towards their house. 

Then came the old men, most of them from the village. They held their gourds of 

palm wine and had chewing-sticks caged in their toothless mouths. Gathered 

around my father, they tried to console him. From time to time, one of them 

would sigh and say, "Your father was a great man". He would then follow it up 

with a mawkish proverb, which the rest often seemed to understand and find 

common sense in even if it contradicted with what another had just said. They 

spoke about Grandpa with such air of propinquity that you would be fooled to 

think they had actually met him while he was alive. 

My father's friends, his kinsmen and my siblings began to arrive in folds. When 

it seemed the influx of hungry bellies had ended, my mother's colleagues at the 

church choir – I am almost certain they called themselves the Oral Vessels of 

Christ- arrived. 

Their voices rang high when they began their greetings. They ate the most food 

and made the most noise. When I tried avoiding them, their leader, Miss 

                                                             
13 The story transports the reader to an African funeral where the mourners always have a 
hidden agenda. It shows the frustrations we go through when dealing with these 'intruders'. 
– Andanje Wobanda 
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Comfort, a rather tart-looking woman for a choir mistress called at me. Her 

annoyingly high-pitched voice rang from the living room on the ground floor. 

"Frank, won't you come down to greet us? Don't act like a rude child now," she 

said with a deliberate, almost pretentious tone. When they had eaten their 

jollof rice and flushed it down with plastic bottles of Fanta, they rose and began 

to sing a mournful song. It seemed to me that Miss Comfort and her merry band 

of warblers were only out to impress with their harmonious voices. 

Then came the pot-bellied politicians who thrust stacked money envelopes in my 

father's hand and whispered in his ear. It seemed choreographed as they each 

came to perform the same ritual; hand money to my father, whisper in his ear 

briefly, smile and say, "Baba was a great man". They all referred to Grandpa 

as "Baba". He had been like a godfather to them, mother later explained. I 

detached myself from the folly of it all. When Grandpa had been terminally ill 

for the four years prior to his demise, everyone had deserted him. Some said 

there was an evil spirit within him and it was best to stay away. 

There were rumours that he had acquired his wealth in rather clandestine ways. 

The newspapers headlines read "Popular Novelist Exposed as Devil 

Worshipper." It didn’t help matters that one of his most valued possessions had 

been a life-size statue of an angel with thorn-filled wings and a halo around its 

head. I never quite understood his attachment to the odd-looking piece. I learnt 

that Mama Sola had told people that the sculpture was a hiding place where 

he kept the demons he worshipped. Everything he and his family owned was 

shunned. No one came to our house anymore to eat our food. Then he died and 

people were eager to rush into our house. They sat on our sofa, massacred our 

toilets with huge mounds of multi-coloured excrement, munched our food, raided 

our fridge and emptied bottles of Fanta into their greedy throats. 

Why wasn’t I surprised? Grandpa spent most of his fortune battling the ailment 

(which ailment) and nearly went bankrupt. No one wanted to associate with a 

broke man. So they found a reason to stay away.  They even claimed his later 

conversion to Islam was because of his longing for forgiveness. When he died, it  

was discovered that he had secretly kept a huge sum of money, which my father 

was now to inherit. Outsiders found out about this and they chose to believe that 



 
 

 

his death had now cleansed everything. I resented all that was happening. 

Hypocrites who had avoided us were now cozying up to us. I wished they would 

all leave. Things got heated for me when my father told me that they would all 

be staying overnight. The thought of giving up my room for some hypocrites was 

nauseating. 

When everyone was fast asleep, I snuck out and sat on a rocking chair on the 

terrace. The sound of crickets mixed with the whoosh noise of the dancing trees 

drowned the loud snoring inside the house. I saw the constellation of stars 

struggle to outshine the heavenly glow of the moon but the latter effortlessly 

thwarted them. I listened to people around me - sleep talking. 

I scoffed and walked towards my room. Miss Comfort lay stretched out on my 

bed with voluptuous comfort, legs stretched out and arms flung wide apart, spit 

trickled down the right side of her parted lips. Streaks of dried saliva clung on 

the left side of her face on the floor, glued to mats and torn-clothed mattresses 

where other people. I tiptoed from my room, through the living room and the 

kitchen back to the terrace. How could I make them all go away instantly? I sat 

back on my rocking chair and a thought flitted through my brain for a second. I 

tossed it aside and considered it once more. 

I went back into the house, got a matchbox and went to the small generator 

room near the doghouse. My heart was pounding and my steps seemed to 

multiply. I thought I heard footsteps behind me but I shrugged it off and calmed 

my nerves. It was almost as if a different being had taken over my body. I 

drained the five-litre keg of petrol into the generator struck a match and threw 

it into the generator. 

"Fire! Fire!" I screamed, as my thin voice was thickened with mock terror. I 

watched as those who had been lying near the generator jumped up from their 

mats and ran towards the main house. The women clutched at their breasts, 

looking for their children. The men with buckets of water were trying to quench 

the fire, which was now spreading towards the main house. The gate, which was 

directly adjacent to the generator house, was a flame. All the buckets of water  
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poured on to the fire were impotent. Tiny bubble-like balls of fire leapt up, 

levitated in the air and perched on various objects turning them into charred 

ghosts of what they had once been. 

My intention was to wake everyone. I had expected someone to wake up 

quickly and stop the fire from spreading. Now it was out of control. In my panic, 

I ran into the toilet in the third floor of the main house and watched from the 

window. Buckets of water were splashed on the fire but it could not tame the 

wild flames. I trembled and mumbled a prayer under my breath. I saw my 

father running towards the fire His phone latched on to his ear. He was calling 

the firefighters. I wished I could just snap my fingers and it would all go away. 

Thirty minutes later, the fire had spread into the main house. It tore down the 

gold-embroidered curtains and burnt our family picture that hung proudly on 

the wall next to my Grandpa's "personal" photograph. The statue of the angel 

had also been turned to ashes in my momentary fit of senseless rage, I 

mistakenly destroyed it. The firefighters stopped the fire before it went past the 

first floor. Everyone was assembled outside our house. The fire ambulance was 

filled with people with partially fried body parts – twelve people were 

wounded. 

A feeling of guilt loomed over my head as I sat on one of the cars parked in 

front of our gate, watching people discussing what had happened with shock 

written all over their faces. My mother kissed my head and said, "I am so happy 

you're safe". I said nothing. I wished I could say that it was my entire fault but 

held my tongue. My father came towards us and handed me a bottle of water. 

"Are you okay?" he asked, his tone neutral." 

"Oh, I'm okay. Err...I just feel a little dizzy." 

"It will be all right", he patted my back and smiled. "So, do you know what 

started it?"  "Sir?" 

“Mama Bee said she heard your voice screaming first". 

"I…uhm...actually, I..." 



 
 

 

"Well, it's no problem. One man said he followed the person while he walked 

towards the generator and set it alight". 

"Who?" My knees went weak as I asked. "Who did he say it is?" 

He was wheeled away by the ambulance before he could give me a name. By 

the time he recovers in the hospital, I will go see him." He rose and was halfway 

gone when I coughed. 

"What will you do to the person?" 

"Ho-ho!" He turned around with theatrical swagger and grinned with a 

mischievous confidence, which shortly lit, up his distressed eyes. "You don't want 

to know, son". 

 

K a n y i n s o l a  O l o r u n n i s o l a  
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River Rain 

Through dark night  
of prehistoric sameness,  
rain falls unabated  
with staccato bursts, and this 
white-capped McKenzie roils,  
without its mountain past, 
few regrets for these 
logs, fallen not cut,  
covens of their own making, 
slowly  
drifting downstream 
to the lazier 
Willamette, and inevitable 
meander to the sea, 
maybe to Japan, 
from these last 
first-growth forests,  
primeval, unseen, 
moccasin trod once,  
dense and massive, 
one hundred and fifty feet, 
each tree, shallow roots, 
elk, bear and beaver sheltered   
within the lichen, moss, and mist. 
Gossamer webs 
spun in silence,   
and with the  
spring sunlight 
a wildflower 
appears. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Burnt Forest 

A highway winds into these bleak mountain miles,  
this forest charred, unrecognizable, deserted,  
trees blackened, maudlin, cadaverous, 
its ground ashen, battlefield barren; and 
they weep, these forlorn ones  
from this eternal crypt  
of dust and pestilence,  
a force far greater 
though not 
to rise, and 
Lazarus calls out to  
fox, deer and hawks, 
loyal sentinels who saw this 
Hades, and bathed in the river Styx. 

 

B r u c e  C o l b e r t  
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Nyalala14 

Nyalala, an evergreen forest lies snuggled and almost hidden within three hills. 

From afar, the hills look like two gigantic adults and a child frantically circling 

the forest. The people of Jibui swear that far from being a mirage, it is true 

that the three hills are in constant motion. The elders claim that the three hills are 

the guardians of Nyalala, the ears and the eyes of the forest. 

Nyalala is never mentioned in loud voices lest the Gods become agitated. From 

a tender age, children are taught about Nyalala and never to point or stare at 

it. Those who transgress can count on losing their sight or limbs and at worst, the 

forest is known to use its magical power to suck and swallow transgressors. 

Nobody is known to have entered Nyalala and come out alive except my 

brother Ngala. Like all the people of Jibui, he was taught about Nyalala from 

infancy. All children were shown the boundary of Nyalala and sternly warned, 

“If cattle cross the boundary, never attempt to follow them. If the Gods want 

them, it’s their right. Fear and respect Nyalala, and Nyalala will do you no 

harm." 

The elders profess that Nyalala has not always been out of bounds. It was not 

always encircled by the three mountains. The story they tell is that, a very long 

time ago when the king of the Baka passed away, there was a bloody struggle 

for succession. According to the laws of the tribe, the rightful heir was the 

youngest son from the last wife of the King. Since the youngest son was hardly a 

month old, the eldest son was supposed to act as regent until the youngest came 

out of age. 

This however was not to be. During the instalment ceremony, the eldest son was 

supposed to step on the skin of a lion but to the horror of the tribe, he draped 

the skin on his shoulders, thereby declaring himself the King. 

The tribe swiftly broke into two camps. The youngest son and his mother were 

smuggled out of the village by their supporters. The self-declared King 

                                                             
14This is a simplistic tale told with a bit of African mythology and beliefs.  – Andanje 
Wobanda 



 
 

 

unleashed a reign of terror on the villagers. Those who did not support him or 

were suspected of sympathising with the rightful heir were accused of witchcraft 

and sentenced to die in Nyalala. 

Fear invaded the tribe until one mid-day out of the blues a thunderous roar was 

heard from Nyalala. Lightning struck the usurper, his wife and their only son. 

Killing them on the spot. When the people looked at Nyalala, they were 

amazed to see that three gigantic hills had sprouted and somehow were circling 

the forest in a frantic and melancholic manner. The Gods had reclaimed the 

forest from the abuse of mere mortals. From that day, nobody would enter 

Nyalala and come out alive except my young brother Ngala. 

*** 

What my brother encountered in Nyalala probably will remain forever a 

mystery. He has never talked about the incident. In fact, he does not recall ever 

going there. As usual on that fateful day, he had gone herding cattle with his 

age mates. The boys were a disciplined bunch, having not lost even a single cow 

in their first year of herding. 

Their record made the one I had set with my age mates an embarrassment to 

the tribe. We had lost the whole herd on our first day of herding. We had 

mistaken a stray donkey for a lion and had hastily beaten a retreat leaving the 

cattle to fend themselves. The elders had chided us saying that if it would have 

been a lion the herd would have been the first to scatter.  

Usually the herd boys brought the cattle back when the sun was about to set. 

Their shrill whistles would be heard long before the first cattle emerged from 

the forest. On this fateful day, we were surprised to see the boys emerging 

from the forest in an uncharacteristic marathon race. 

When they reached the compound, one by one they collapsed from exhaustion. 

Straight away, I recognised that Ngala was missing. 

"Where is Ngala?" 

"... Nya... Nyala...la...." the eldest boy struggled. 
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"What! Bring water for the boys quick!" shouted my father who had just come 

out from the hut. 

After drinking some water, the eldest boy haltingly told us what had happened. 

Apparently our bull wandered away from the other cattle when they were 

about to drive them. My brother who was not prepared to lose one of his cattle 

went after it. The bull started running away passing the giant baobab tree, 

which marked the boundary of Nyalala. 

The other boys shouted for my brother to stop. The bull had passed the 

boundary and therefore, there was nothing that could be done. To their horror 

my brother also went past the baobab in a dead run. Within a short time, the 

bull, with my brother in earnest pursuit disappeared into the forest.  

That night the tribe congregated at our cattle post to share in our grief. The 

village traditional doctor arrived at midnight dressed in his usual attire of 

animal skins. Instead of proceeding to my father to be briefed about our 

mishap, as it was customary, he stood in the centre and let out a spine chilling 

laughter. 

"Ha! Ha! Haa...! You short sighted people.... ha ... ha...haa... celebrate!" 

The whole compound went silent. The doctor was a highly respected person in 

the village and his laughter and outburst were uncharacteristic of him. 

"What's wrong with you doctor, are you mad or something?" the King who was 

sitting next to my father enquired with a strong but quivering voice. 

"Ha! Ha! Haa! Dry those tears and join me! Haa! Dry those tears and join 

me..Ha! ha! haa...!" 

The doctor started singing and dancing. After what seemed like an hour of 

hypnosis, the doctor abruptly stopped his act and sat down. 

"Let me share with you the good news, because although you have eyes you 

can't see." 



 
 

 

"I wish to inform you that, come tomorrow I'll have an apprentice. I'll present him 

before this gathering first thing in the morning. My own assistant, who shall take 

over when I finally depart from this world, doesn’t that call for celebration?" 

Without any doubt, the information was of importance to the tribe. The problem 

was that the time and place were not right for such dramatic presentations. My 

family had just lost a son to Nyalala forest. 

"Go away from my compound doctor!" my father ordered. 

He left the compound laughing all the way telling the people to dry their tears. 

The villagers were left whispering their confusion. 

*** 

He arrived early the following morning. Under his armpit were folded clothes 

made of animal skin that would fit boy. Without wasting much time, he sought 

permission from my father and the king to address the tribe. 

"Thank you Baka. I shall not be long. The gods have chosen and I'm here to 

present the chosen one. These are his apparels. From today he is no longer a 

boy but my apprentice I present to you Ngala!" 

There was confusion. The doctor was mad for sure, I concluded. Nobody entered 

Nyalala and came out alive. 

"Look at Nyalala you short sighted lot and believe!" 

From Nyalala my brother emerged driving our bull with several cows. 

"Remember, your future doctor shall never recall what happened. The gods 

have erased his memories from yesterday up to the time when I will dress him in 

these clothes. The cattle he is driving are for his family. A doctor does not need 

any wealth." 

What we had witnessed was a confirmation of the power of the Gods. 

 

B o l e t i l e m a n g  G a b o k g a t l h e  
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Moments Are Meant To Pass 

Thinking about the captain's cliffs, 
we were seeking out triangles of the 
porous ocean light, literary watches 
ticking bell hours in the damp night. 
In the morning in the bathtub, waking up 
soaked-sullen as ever, great Gods of the 
Marianas Trench, rising deep between ourselves; 
your eyes flickered as vineyard wine in monastery casks. 
Reached out to hold lightly, your skin well-known 
as the New York skyline, traces well-trod 
as the MTA map; forgotten faces flickered 
coarsely as rocks on sandy parchment. 
Blood was pumping, rising up swiftly 
hearts melding cautious to elixir's dawn; 
I never looked upon wind favourable, 
tossing ship-ward aquamarine allusions, until you. 
Teeth chattered to the blanket warm-up, 
glinting dull grey-yellow in the morning's indifference, 
floods of inevitability washed over 
us, tearing apart and soaking through, 
and two islands again we were.  
 
 

C a r t e r  V a n c e  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Crow15 

I watched a crow crawl across the 
Street in the heat of summer afternoons 
Amongst rows of ebony garbage bags sagging 
Like neglected raisins suffering in the sun 
Her neck twisted and proud crown craned eastward 
Struggling against the weight of her body, once 
A glistening vessel of breath and song now the 
Bulk of worries 
Now a bed of 
Weeping plumage returning to the 
Earth through a crack in  
The asphalt 

That night, I sobbed into my sheets like 
Wrinkled bladders where I 
Piss dreams for warmth and   
Surrender to sleep as if  
Rowing my way home again 
Envious  
Broken 
But rowing nevertheless 

 
 

J a m e s  M a x w e l l  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

                                                             
15Maxwell’s “Crow” is a blunt contrast to Abdulrahman’s “Timbuktu”, which is an 
immersion to an ecstatic state of utopia; “Crow” portrays life’s brevity, its struggles and 
waning beauty.  – Tolulope Oke 
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Varakkasseri Mana 
(The famous old ritual Bungalow) 

 
 

 

V i n e e s h  M u d r i k a  



 
 

 

The Colonel 

He was called the Colonel. That wasn’t his name. It was his standing in Her 

Majesty’s Army. No one knows for sure, at what point he was endowed with the 

sobriquet or by whom, we were mostly far from adolescents when the 

christening took place, not by any external conspiracy. I was ten and our oldest, 

several months above thirteen. 

There was nothing unusual about the name; at least not in the barracks. The 

barracks kids were notorious for giving nicknames to people especially to those 

they considered as making their lives unpleasant. These names were usually a 

perfect fit on the bearers. Though the conferment of the names had no bias for 

age, gender or rank, the fathers bore the brunt chiefly for their strict ways with 

the kids. For instance, the father of our friends from three blocks away, a rigid, 

unsmiling Major who spotted a moustache, had been aptly christened 

‘Moustache’. The name stuck like a leech. What’s more, no offence was taken by 

any kid on account of this renaming of their fathers. Almost every father had his 

nickname and every kid was free to use it. In most cases, the fathers bore these 

names for years without the slightest clue. In a way, this was taking vengeance 

on them, harmless as it was. 

The Colonel was irksome in a manner that made you want to disown him when 

you grow up. The air at home thinned out whenever he was around to the point 

where it was almost impossible to breathe. All rowdiness sobered up and 

quietude prevailed. His very presence sucked in all the air, leaving us with just a 

merciful measure that barely sustained us. Thankfully, he was not the always-at-

home kind of man. But even though he took his physical self with him when he 

went out, his voice, smug and compelling, stuck itself in our heads ─ and 

sometimes, our hearts ─ droning on about countless rules and regulations. His 

aura always seemed to hang behind in every room, and around the house, to 

ensure that we weren’t miring ourselves in any pit of foolishness that would 

make us rue his return. 
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Not that we were much deterred by this. Whenever the coast became clear, this 

was usually between 8A.M. and 1:30P.M. on weekdays, we let loose and bent 

or broke some rules cutting down on mandatory study time, or foregoing the 

compulsory siesta ─ to breach the quiet of the neighbourhood in the boisterous 

manner only kids are capable of. From 2:00 and 2:30P.M., every form of 

raucousness quietened. The Colonel would be home any minute. On not a few 

occasions, he had arrived before 2P.M., preferring the use of the back door. 

The repeated stamping of his well-shined black boots on the veranda to 

dislodge them of dirt heralded his presence, which always caught us in the 

middle of sundry misdemeanours. To guard against these unsavoury surprises 

we took to posting Imabong, our fifth sibling, as sentry to the window directly 

overlooking the road at least three quarter of an hour before 2P.M. Her 

warning call of “The Colonel is coming!” provoked quite some scampering as we 

all hastened to assume various postures of responsible behaviours ─ some 

studying, some on their beds, fast asleep, some doing the dishes or sprucing up 

the house with studied diligence. It took the coming of my own brood to make 

me understand why The Colonel was never fooled by these elaborate efforts at 

impeccable behaviour. 

The Colonel was not one of those men who lovingly neglected their families and 

languidly supervised the gradual dilapidation and eventual decay of their 

offspring. He wasn’t one who enjoys hours and hours of slothfulness at home, 

keeping sealed lips in the face of thriving delinquencies under their roofs; or 

taking off in obsessive pursuit of livelihood without regular recourse to the well-

being of their homes. He was both parents in one. In ’52, soon after the twins 

were born, mother had answered the call of death. After that, he never cared 

to let another woman into his heart. Even after she passed on, mother must have 

occupied every space in his heart that there was none left for another. There 

were however, the occasional female visitors. No doubt once in a while The 

Colonel had gotten between the covers with some of them. What man with no 

regular soft skin to warm his nights wouldn’t? But these affairs must have been 

conducted outside our home and with such discretion that left us only guessing. 

Aunt Viola, his only sibling, recently widowed herself, moved in with her three-



 
 

 

year-old son. She was the one who nursed the twins to toddler-hood and 

minded the rest of us. It wasn’t until the twins were two months away from their  

fourth birthday that Sir Ralph Ekanem, a Knight in Duke-town’s only Catholic 

Church and a fine gentleman well known to The Colonel, snatched her up to 

wife. It was at this point that twelve-year-old Josephina, our second, stepped 

into her shoes. She did a fine job of it. Aunt Viola still dropped by once every 

so often to check on things though. 

Though we missed our friends, we were elated when we said our final 

goodbyes to the barracks and left Kaduna for Duke-town. But that was short-

lived. His military mind-set moved in with us even after his retirement from 

active service and the regiments of barrack living stole into our home and 

continued to bear on our existence. Not that we didn’t find ways to breathe 

occasionally. 

So behind his back, he was The Colonel, before his face, he was daddy. Calling 

him anything else behind his back would not have been apt; he administered his 

household like a Colonel would his Formation. Though he almost never 

considered the whip as a corrective resort, his tongue was enough rod to push, 

pamper, praise and prod us into line. When the tongue needed a rest, his eyes 

took over. And there was not one among us who was not adept at deciphering 

these eye messages. 

Even after the barracks, he was quite the busy man, going out at sun-up to tend 

to his farms coming back just before sun-down “you don’t leave the business of 

the farm entirely in the hands of the farm-hands”, he often said. Not that he had 

a choice. He had seven mouths to feed; seven different school fees to pay, even 

if he hardly bothered with the purchase of textbooks. Didn’t the schools come 

with richly stocked libraries? He always asked in the face of such requisitions. 

The pantry seldom saw a dearth of provisions, but clothes and shoes? Well, 

those were taken care of once every year at Christmas. We wore uniforms at 

Christmas: same design and style of clothes made by the same tailor from the 

same floral print fabrics. Only the sizes differed according to age and weight.  
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Gender accounted for a major difference too. Bottom line, every boy wore the 

same style chosen for the male gender of the Stober clan. Same went for the 

female brood. Then we were bundled off to Chellarams, an exclusive shoes 

shop in Kaduna, located on Wilberforce avenue, off Ahmadu Bello way, all 

seven of us, and any cousins ─ and there was never a scarcity of cousins ─ 

around. At Chellarams, we were strongly advised and closely monitored to 

make such choices of footwears that were a size or two bigger than our current 

sizes. Once that had the ability to serve effectively the dual purpose of 

adorning our feet for church and school.  

A well-arranged roll of tissue paper deftly stuffed in each pair took care of 

any challenge posed by the size difference and saw to it that they provided 

premium service to every user for years to come as each pair of feet 

lengthened and broadened. In the thinking of our unformed minds, there was 

not a father as exacting, as unloving as he. Perhaps, one of his two most 

grievous sins was the wee-hour meetings for which we were snatched from the 

sweet arm of sleep at such times when sleep was the most craved of all things. 

We assembled, not in the parlour but outside the house where it seemed like the 

mosquitoes were in active connivance with him to make certain no one dozed off 

and missed the message, of how much he loved us and how all he did was to be 

sure we grew up into responsible members of the society. Not one word of this 

was believed by any soul present. Not at the time. Besides, hardly any words 

but proverbs left his lips, and we were left wondering most of the time. Quite 

frustrating it was. It would take years, many, many years for the message to 

sink in. 

The second, and much more atrocious, was the TV rule. Just when the most 

interesting movie was about to begin, for which we’d, in fidgety silence, 

endured almost an hour long news cast, The Colonel would bolt from his chair 

where he’d sat enjoying the news, and switch off the Telly. “Aren’t you all 

expected in school bright and early tomorrow? Now off to your beds, kiddies,” 

he’d say in such a jolly tone that left us seething quietly. His words brooked no 

arguments, so we’d all leave our chairs ─ pained to the bone ─ with frowns that 

failed to stir his compassion, shuffle into our bedrooms and onto our beds. We’d 



 
 

 

lie awake for a long time, piling and filing away the bile of bitterness against 

him for future use. 

We could endure, even embrace every rule, but the TV rule forced our hands. 

So we called our own meeting and, with not one discordant voice, convicted The 

Colonel. We swore that if he visited us when we grew up, the TV rule would be 

applied on him. We would, in great patience, explain to him that for his age 

and health, it would be unwise to spend time in front of such frivolity as the TV. 

Nathan, our oldest, presided, and Imabong, the only one likely to kiss The 

Colonel’s ears, was sworn to secrecy. 

Not once was the rule applied. As we grew older and started our families, 

friendship between The Colonel and the brood grew fond and deep and the 

nocturnal messages began to have meanings profound. In the throes of family 

banters, sometimes we even worked up the nerve to call him The Colonel to his 

face, at which he knotted his facial muscles and narrowed his eyes into a 

semblance of strictness while trying and failingly to suppress laughter. His right 

forefinger jabbed at the offender in feigned warning, as if to say, “I’m still the 

Colonel, don’t you forget that.” 

*** 

My father’s rocker, still left unmoved from his favourite position under the huge 

orange tree in front of the main building, provided an unobstructed view of the 

entrance into the compound. I sat on it trying to decide if I was amused or riled 

by the naked display of duplicity I was witnessing. My heart was at bursting 

point for the void left by The Colonel’s abrupt exit but at the moment, my eyes 

refused to yield to the pressing tears, perhaps in subconscious defiance of the 

theatrics going on before me. 

A phone call from a tearful Mrs Udoh, the housekeeper, had woken Imabong up 

in faraway Lagos and unloaded the dreadful news on her. The Colonel had 

gone to bed the night before, in doubtless health and cheer, but failed to 

respond to her repeated rap on his door when she took the usual breakfast up 

to his room the next morning. It had taken Mr Udoh, summoned up from his 

chores in the garden, a full fifteen minutes to unlock the door.  
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The Colonel was just lying there. Gone. Within minutes, the news had travelled 

to every Stober household via the wire and left every soul aghast and 

devastated. And within hours, every Stober direct offspring, and some spouses, 

from far and near had converged at the Stober home in Duke-town. Duke-town 

hummed and buzzed, then settled into a mournful silence at the news of The 

Colonel’s passing. 

The living room had its main door directly facing the main gate. It made it easy 

to see immediately whoever came through the gate. At present, it was filled 

with women, mostly relatives from The Colonel’s maternal and paternal sides of 

the track. Some of them sat on chairs, some, who could find the space, sprawled 

themselves out on the floor with both feet stretched out in front of them. The men 

sat outside and spoke in subdued tones in deference to the dead and the 

bereaved; they’d assembled, with their children in tow, from near-by towns and 

other distant places. 

They helped themselves to crates of soft drinks and packets of biscuit in the 

living room You could hear the light-hearted discussions and harmless gossips 

filtering out from the group, sometimes, when someone said something funny, a 

wave of hearty laughter erupted from the group. But each time the gate 

creaked open and someone entered, the noise from the parlour stopped briefly 

and several necks craned to see who it was that just entered. If the person had 

been there earlier to pay their respects, the conversations resumed. If it was a 

new person, the drama began. Almost every woman in the room would start 

wailing, some rolling on the floor, lamenting the great loss, dabbing tears off 

their eyes with the corners of their wrappers. If the new arrival was a female, 

she joined in the melodrama for a brief moment then things quietened and the 

talking and occasional laughing resumed as they awaited the visit of a new 

sympathizer. If male, the drama went on until he pleaded, pacified and 

sympathized with them, saying how awful and, indeed, irreplaceable the loss 

was to all, and how death was a path one couldn’t help but tread someday. 

*** 

A soft hand gently placed on my shoulder startled and pulled me back to the 

present from decades down memory lane; and tore my gaze from the goings-

on in the parlour. I looked up to see Imabong’s eyes, red and swollen from 



 
 

 

weeping. With Imabong there had never been much need for words. Her tender 

heart always knew how you felt. I rose to my feet, draped my right hand across 

her shoulder, and drew her close to me. At thirty-five, she was still The Colonel’s 

little girl and now he was gone. I found myself worrying about her, pushing 

aside my pain for a moment. I drew her closer as we looked across, in mutual 

silence, at the rest of the Stober clan ─ with wives, husbands and children, mine 

and hers with them ─ under a white canopy pitched to the right of the guard 

house, trying their best at managing the loss that had no doubt created a hole 

in each life. The Colonel had had a unique relationship with each child. Whether 

son, daughter, husband, wife or grandchild, each knew they had a special spot 

in his heart. 

For a brief moment, my gaze settled on Nathan, tall and burly with an imposing 

presence and an austere countenance that was sharply contrasted by two 

dimples on either side of the cheek when he smiled; a facsimile of The Colonel. 

Imabong raised her hand to her right shoulder and gave mine a gentle squeeze 

as if reading my mind. Overall, The Colonel had done remarkably well with his 

brood. Save thirty-one year-old Eteyen and Nneyen, whose births had seen 

mother succumb to the lure of death, presently studying for their Master degree, 

everyone else had a Doctorate degree to their name. And everyone was 

married with kids but for Eteyen who still thought himself too young to pledge 

his allegiance to one single woman. Now that The Colonel had finally heeded 

mother’s call, would we still keep the tradition of our annual Christmas gathering 

at The Stober home? Would we still sit at the great mahogany dining table, 

eating, teasing, and revealing each other’s silly exploits of old? I wondered with 

a pang. 

An on-coming noise dragged our focus from our siblings to see six-year-old 

Lucas, my second, trotting towards us, eyes dancing in excitement. The bliss of 

childhood, I thought to myself. 

“Mark and Umana are headed for the swimming pool. Mum said to check with 

you first. I can go dip with them, can’t I?” He asked, his voice laden with hope. 

“Shouldn’t you be having a nap now? Go take a nap. May be later,” I said. 
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Lucas’s shoulders slumped. He stood there for a minute, looked into his aunt’s 

eyes, a silent plea for her intervention, but she said nothing; just shrugged and 

smiled at him. He turned and stormed off towards the main house, disappointed 

no doubt. 

Imabong looked at the angry, retreating back of Lucas, then turned and caught 

my eyes. We smiled knowingly through our shared grief. Then, in a fierce tone 

barely above a whisper, almost as if she was defying death and sending a 

message by the hand of the wind to the hereafter, she said, “Colonel 

Ekpenyong Stober is alive; in each of us.” 

 

A m i n a  A b o j e  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Homeward16 

 

D a v i d  O l u f e m i  

                                                             
16“Homeward” bears such a rustic ambience that causes the canvass to glitter with much 
verdure. – Tolulope Oke 
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Money Is Magic 

Money is magic, it buys happiness; 
Abracadabra, make mine limitless. 

First some tobacco, with a mug of beer, 
then a château for each month of the year; 
I’ll have dinner out, make it pheasant and crab, 
then you can add a Rembrandt to the tab; 
send for some fid’lers, let’s have a good time, 
then rent out the Indies for a change of clime; 
I think I would fancy some new boots with spurs, 
then inquire with King Charles where he gets his furs; 
I’ll have a coach-and-six, why should I walk, 
then buy me a court or two, for some court talk; 
I’ll purchase some feathers, adorn them with gems, 
then find out how I can buy the River Thames; 
I think a new doublet would spruce up my ruff, 
then I’ll lease a sultanate to show off my stuff; 
here’s a few coins for the poor beggar kids, 
then get me the price on Eygpt’s pyramids; 
I’ll have a new hat, I want to look sharp, 
then get Barberini to sell me his harp; 
I need a new saddle, mine’s feeling austere, 
pad it with manuscripts by Bill Shakespeare; 
a round of snuff, laddies, and wine, what the hell, 
if you can’t find a napkin, use a Raphael; 
order some cheesecakes at one pence a pop, 
then get me the Alps, I’ll stick my mansion on top. 

Money is magic, it buys happiness; 
Abracadabra, your lack’s limitless. 
 
 
 

C r a i g  K u r t z  
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in-practice screenwriter. He has been published on the Kalahari Review, WRR, 

The Nigerian Tribune, Kreative Diadem and an international compilation. 

Keith Moul’s poems and photos are published widely.  Finishing Line Press 

released a chap called The Future as a Picnic Lunch in 2015. 

Okah Ewah Edede is a poet, novelist, columnist and creative artist. He is the 

author of the novel ‘Fallen: the demons of love.’ He is also the author of the 

novella ‘The 13th Realm: the chosen bride of Satan,’ among others, though all 

unpublished in the traditional sense of literary publication. Okah is a member of 

the Abuja Literary Society (ALS); he also participated in the Lancaster 

University/British Council Crossing-Borders African Writing Programme, which 

makes him a member of the Commonwealth Writers Forum.  
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Ojo Taiye is a twenty- three-year-old microbiology graduate from Nigeria. 

Loves books and Anime in that order. Taiye has some of his muddled thoughts 

published in a few e-magazine.  

Richard DiPietra is an actor and playwright from Tampa, Florida 

Scott Thomas Outlar hosts the site 17Numa.wordpress.com where links to his 

published poetry, fiction, essays, and interviews can be found. His chapbook 

"Songs of a Dissident" was released in 2015 through TranscendentZero Press 

and is available on Amazon <http://www.amazon.com/Songs-Dissident-Scott-

Thomas-Outlar/dp/0692526463>.His full-length collection "Happy Hour 

Hallelujah" is forthcoming in 2016through CTU Publishing. 

Shari Jo LeKane-Yentumi lives in St. Louis, Missouri, where she writes poetry, 

prose and articles, and specialises in literary criticism and non-profit matters. 

She has a B.A. in English, Spanish, and an M.A. in 

Spanish from Saint Louis University in Madrid and St. Louis. Since brain 

surgery, she teaches creative writing in a maximum security jail and to 

people with special needs. Her novel, Poem to Follow, is written in 

verse, and her book of poetry, Fall Tenderly, is currently at press. 

Shari is featured in several poetry anthologies, including the Missouri VSA 

2013 Anthology, Turning the Clocks Forward Again; Poetica Victorian; Think Pink; 

The Iconoclast; Bordertown Press Poetry of People on the Move; and Literature 

Today International Journals of Contemporary Literature Vols. I & II. Shari's 

poetry has appeared in several literary magazines in the U.S., Canada, 

England, India, Ireland, Spain and Wales. 

Vineesh Mudrika (b. 1975) is an artist, graphic designer and art instructor in 

several places including Kerala Lalithakala Akademy Art gallery. Vineesh lives 

in Kerala, India and happily married. 
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CALL FOR SUBMISSION FOR ISSUE 4 

"In brevity we compel the world to pause and read more to unravel our 

thoughts..." – Adjei Agyei-Baah 

Lunaris Review, a journal of art and the literary, seeks creative, original and 

previously unpublished works of literary fictions (flash fictions and short stories), 

creative non-fictions, essays, poetry, artworks and photography. This fourth issue 

is due out in July. There is no submission fee charged. All submissions should be 

sent to africa@lunarisreview.com. For further guidelines, please visit our 

submission page http://lunarisreview.com/journal-submit 

 

"Genuine Art does not escape from the world, but collides with it, head-on..." – 

William Doreski 
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